
AP ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY

Explore timing and format for the AP English Language and Composition you can assign to students online or on paper
using the question bank in AP Classroom. 1 synthesis question; 1 rhetorical analysis question; 1 argument question.

Organize your body paragraphs, deciding what evidence from the passage you'll include using multiple
passages in the synthesis essay or what appropriate examples you'll use from your knowledge of the world.
Students need to know and to have practiced these forms of argument during the term. Students are given 2
hours and 15 minutes to complete the essays. Slipping out of focus by discussing imagery in general. Claim
and Argument The question was not merely an invitation to write discursively on the subject of photography.
Students who were successful on Question 3 recognized key words in the prompt and were able to determine
the task they were being asked to do. Trying to argue about photography by using evidence drawn from a
literary reading list for example, Othello, The Scarlet Letter and sliding off topic into the theme of appearance
and reality. Understand your body paragraph divisions â€” when you'll begin a new paragraph and what idea
unifies each paragraph. Lacking clear connections between claims and the data, and the warrants needed to
support them. Twenty-five minutes is sufficient time to produce all of the writing needed for a good score. The
free-response section of the AP English Language and Composition exam requires you to write three essays
â€” a synthesis essay that requires reading several passages, an argument essay that presents a single passage,
and rhetorical purpose analysis that calls for exploring an author's ideas in greater depth. Read the topic's
question carefully so that you know exactly what you're being asked to do. You must complete all three essays
within the 2-hour writing time limit. The importance of this planning phase cannot be overemphasized. This
includes an extra 15 minutes exclusively for reading the passages for the synthesis essay. If you've planned
well, your writing should be fluent and continuous; avoid stopping to reread what you've written. Reserving a
few minutes to proofread allows you time to catch the "honest mistakes" that can be corrected easily, such as a
misspelled word or punctuation error. Students need to know not only what constitutes evidence, but the
difference between evidence and example. When your essay has been planned well, your writing flows faster,
your essay stays on topic and is well organized, and the paragraphs are well developed. Use appropriate
evidence to develop your argument. Conceive your thesis statement, which will go in your introductory
paragraph. The question requires that students understand what an argument is and know how to construct
one. You will be given an essay-writing booklet in which to write your essays; the actual test booklet includes
some blank space to plan your essays. Some Teaching Suggestions When students did less well, the reasons
often point toward the need for more direct instruction and practice in argumentative writing. You must
practice this essential planning step several times before you take the actual AP exam. Substituting a
thesis-oriented expository essay for an argumentative essay. Do it efficiently, and you'll know what you want
to write and the order in which you'll present your ideas. Common Problems Problems that prevented students
from earning a high score on Question 3 included: Not taking a clear position or wavering between positions.
Save about 5 minutes to proofread your essay. Using a variety of nonfiction prose for teaching composition
and rhetoric. You must write an essay on each of the three essay topics; you will have no alternative choices.
This organizational time is crucial to producing a high-scoring essay. Read the passage carefully, noting what
ideas, evidence, and rhetorical devices are relevant to the specific essay prompt. We create and sustain a
consensus on writing quality and apply it to over , student essays fairly, consistently, and quickly. Know what
relevant remarks you'll make about the evidence. Take about 25 minutes to write the essay. This year, I was
assigned to read Question 3, which called for students to write an argument. In general, most high-scoring
essays are at least two full pages of writing.


